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Abstract—The costs of current data centers are mostly driven
by their energy consumption (specifically by the air conditioning,
computing and networking infrastructure). Yet, current pricing
models are usually static and rarely consider the facilities’ energy
consumption per user. The challenge is to provide a fair and
predictable model to attribute the overall energy costs per virtual
machine (VM). Current pay-as-you-go models of Cloud providers
allow users to easily know how much their computing will
cost. However, this model is not fully transparent as to where
the costs come from (e.g., energy). In this paper we introduce
EPAVE, a model for Energy-Proportional Accounting in VMbased Environments. EPAVE allows transparent, reproducible
and predictive cost calculation for users and for Cloud providers.
We show these characteristics of EPAVE by a number of use
cases in heterogeneous data centers and discuss the applicability
of EPAVE.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The trend of computing in the Cloud grows, which consequently requires bigger data centers, more processing power
and hence more CPUs. Whereas the hardware gets more and
more energy-efficient the overall energy consumption of data
centers increases. Actually, today’s Cloud computing requires
more electricity in the form of energy than entire countries
such as India or Germany [1].
It is hence not surprising that energy represents one of the
main cost factors of a data center. The major energy consumers
are the air conditioning, the network infrastructure (routers,
switches) and the servers [2]. However, these costs are rarely
reflected in the attribution of energy consumption to a single
consumer (e.g., a virtual machine).
As users share the same resources on a single node, most
of the existing models concentrate on attributing the power
consumption of this shared node to a single consumer. For
instance, how much of the CPU power consumption can be
related to a VM [3], [4], [5]?
Our vision is to consider energy accounting on the data
center level to enable pricing models where every user will pay
for the actual usage of resources. The challenge is to provide a
fair attribution model that is predictable to provide incentives
for energy-efficient computing in the Cloud.
Hence, in this paper, we introduce EPAVE (EnergyProportional Accounting in VM-based Environments) for realizing accounting of real energy costs of the data center to
each client considering the major consumers and the entire

facility costs. More specifically, we target energy proportional
accounting for each virtual machine (VM).
Context:
Currently the relation between IT infrastructure and facility energy costs are modeled with the Power
Utilization Efficiency (PUE) metric. This metric is used to help
operators on decisions regarding new hardware infrastructure.
E.g., Google measures the PUE per site each three months1 for
each of its data centers. While the PUE is a useful metric for
reflecting the overall efficiency of a data center, its applicability
for the day-to-day operation of the data center is limited
because it does not grasp the variability of the actual power
consumption of the data center.
In a data center, the instant power consumption can be
divided into static and dynamic parts. The static parts are the
base costs of running the data center when being idle; the
dynamic costs depend on the current usage. In an ideal case,
the overall power consumption would be proportional to the
utilization of the hardware (power proportionality). However,
having non-negligible static parts, power proportionality is not
yet achievable [6]. Nonetheless, we can get closer to power
proportionality by accrediting the static power parts to each
application, depending on the time and the resources used.
Since time plays a major role, we will focus on energy instead
of power consumption (an instant measure). Hence, we talk
rather about energy proportionality than power proportionality.
Challenges: Dynamic power consumption mainly depends on the resources which are used: computing, storage,
networking resources. In the case of virtual environments,
the hardware resources may be shared among different users
and different virtual machines, if they run on the same host.
In this context, a power-aware model needs to estimate the
relative utilization per user to attribute the dynamic costs of
the physical resources to a particular VM.
The static costs have to be considered at different levels:
•

at the data center level: power delivery components, cooling systems, other miscellaneous components such as data center lighting. This part is captured
by the PUE.

•

at the resource level: idle power consumption of
servers and routers.

The main challenge we tackle in this paper is to divide
1 http://www.google.com/about/data

centers/efficiency/internal/

the static costs among the users in a fair and predictable way,
considering the actual utilization of the resources per VM.
Motivating example: The first simplistic model coming to mind is to share the idle power consumption of a
server proportionally among the VMs it is currently hosting.
However, such a model raises several issues. First, the costs
of a VM are strongly linked to the utilization of the physical
host, which depends on the hypervisor and the OS scheduler,
and not on the user. For instance, if a VM stops, the costs
of each VM on the same host suddenly increase. Moreover,
identical VMs (same type) performing the same work may
have different costs depending on the physical host they are
scheduled on and on other work currently performed on the
host.
Therefore, a more elaborated model is required for our
purpose. Inspired by the PUE, a first attempt could be to
calculate an effectiveness ratio per server. As an example,
let us consider one of the Grid’5000 servers, namely Taurus.
Grid’5000 is a large-scale and versatile testbed for experimentdriven research in all areas of computer science, with a focus
on parallel and distributed computing including Cloud, HPC
and Big Data [7]. The Taurus server is a Dell PowerEdge
R720 which has two 6-cores Intel E5-2630 processors, 32 GB
of RAM and two 300 GB hard disks. This server is plugged
to an external powermeter providing one instantaneous power
measurement per second with an accuracy of 0.125 Watts. The
measured idle power of this server is 95 Watts.
For the calculation, we take into account power values we
measured over a one-year period (between 1st of April 2014
to 1st of April 2015). For this period of time, the maximum
observed power consumption is 217 Watts, and the average
power consumption is 103 Watts.
We define the utility ratio (inspired by the PUE) as the
average power consumption for the period of one year over
the useful power consumption (average minus idle):
U tilityavg =

Pavg
103
=
= 12.875
Pavg − Pidle
(103 − 95)

In this case, for Taurus, the utility ratio is 12.875. When
taking the maximum power consumption as a basis the utility
ratio is 1.8. These figures mean that for each useful Watt spent,
we actually spend 12.875 W on average (only for this server,
not considering the air conditioning and so on). And we would
consume 1.8 W per useful Watt if the utilization was maximal
for this server.

Contribution: In this paper, we propose, EPAVE, a
power-aware attribution model for VMs taking into account
the overall consumption of the data center hosting them. The
model covers heterogeneity of nodes as well as heterogeneity
of VMs regarding their reservations.
Organization:
This paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the related work. The EPAVE model is
detailed in Section III. Use cases of this model are described
in Section IV. We discuss the properties of the model in
Section V and provide an outlook on the usage of EPAVE
in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II.

R ELATED WORK

Benefiting from economies of scale, Cloud infrastructures
can effectively manage their resources and offer large storage
and computing capacities while minimizing the costs for users.
However, the rapid expansion of these infrastructures led to an
alarming and uncontrolled increase of their power consumption. For instance, in 2010, the services offered by Google
were based on 900,000 servers that consumed an average of
260 million Watts [8].
Moving from instrumenting to modeling the energy consumption is a tough but necessary task in order to improve
the energy efficiency of distributed infrastructures. It is indeed
essential to understand how the energy is consumed to be able
to design energy-efficient policies.
A. Resource-based models
Most of the models found in literature split the consumption of an entire server into the consumption of each
component of the server [3] or consider that consumption is
proportional to the load [9]. Several studies are focused on
modeling the energy consumption of particular components:
CPU [10] influenced by the frequency, voltage and workload,
network card [11] with costs per packet and per byte, and
disk [12] driven by the rotational speed and the read and write
operations.

The gap between a ratio of 12.9 and 1.8 is large, and this
clearly shows the importance of idle part over the overall power
consumption under realistic workloads. As it is an important
factor in the electricity budget of a data center, it needs to be
carefully integrated into a power-aware attribution model for
VMs.

However, we have shown in [13] the limits of these
approaches for modeling the energy consumption of entire
servers under various workloads. Concerning the experimental
approaches found in literature, they mainly consider just one
type of machine, or even only one type of application [13]. So,
it is necessary to design unified models closer to reality. Concerning the consumption of entire infrastructures, the authors
of [14] show that computing resources represent the biggest
part in Clouds consumption. An alternative approach [15]
shows that, depending on the studied scenario, the energy
costs of the network infrastructure that links the user to the
computing resources can be bigger than the energy costs of
the servers.

Using the utility ratio as a basis for attribution of costs
can be seen as unfair for the users as it strongly depends on
the server utilization. A VM scheduled to a server with low
utilization will have higher costs. On the other hand, using the
maximal utility ratio does not reflect the reality of the data
center utilization, and thus, the real electricity bill paid by the
provider.

As shown in [13], simple models are not convincing in
the general case and especially for multicore architectures –
which tend to become widespread. It is therefore necessary to
depend on benchmarks for the development and validation of
reliable energy cost models for these heterogeneous resources.
These benchmarks need to propose several kinds of workloads:
computation-intensive, disk-intensive, etc.

B. VM models
Virtualization adds another layer of complexity and software power models are needed because it is not possible to
attach a power meter to a virtual machine [16]. In general, VMs
can be monitored as black-box systems for coarse-grained
scheduling decisions, e.g., as done with Joulemeter [4]. If we
want to be able to do fine-grained scheduling decisions—e.g.,
with heterogeneous hardware—we need to be able to consider
finer-grained estimation at sub-system level and might even
need to step inside the VM.
Bertran et al. [17] propose an approach that uses a sampling
phase to gather data related to performance-monitoring counters (PMCs) and compute energy models from these samples.
With the gathered energy models, it is possible to predict the
power consumption of a process, and therefore apply it to
estimate the power consumption of the entire VM. This is
similar to the work presented by BitWatts [5], which is further
capable of estimating the power consumption of a process
running within a VM and supports CPU-specific features such
as hyperthreading and turbo frequencies.
Another example is given by Bohra et al. in [3], where
the authors propose a tool named VM ETER that estimates the
consumption of all active VMs on a system. A linear model is
used to compute the VMs’ power consumption with the help
of available statistics (processor utilization and I/O accesses)
from each physical node. The total power consumption is
subsequently computed by summing the VMs’ consumption
with the power consumed by the infrastructure.
C. Idle power consumption
The idle power concerns the power consumed by an
infrastructure which is powered on but not running any task.
Typically, for a server, it consists of the energy consumed
while idle, but fully powered on. This consumption depends
on the hardware of the server, but it can also depend on
the operating system installed on it as it is responsible for
the background tasks running continuously on the server (like
monitoring tasks). This power is usually not taken into account
by VM-based models described in the previous section. For an
entire data center, the idle power consumption includes all the
power which does not depend on the workload.
Often only the power consumption of IT equipment is
considered although air conditioning can consume 33% of the
global power needed by a data center [18]. This cost can be
reduced by free cooling techniques exploiting outside air [19].
The power consumption of such cooling techniques is tightly
correlated to the weather, and thus vary over time even if the
workload does not vary. Therefore, their power consumption,
which is considered to belong to the static idle part, can vary
over time.
Most of the studies do not use the same definition for the
energy costs of the computing infrastructure: for instance, the
network used to link the computing resources is not taken into
account most of the time. In the same way, as surveyed in [2]
some works take into account only the dynamic consumption
of the machines and not their static consumption (corresponding to the consumption when machines are powered on but
idle) which can yet represent more than half of the total

power consumption. In our context, we will consider all the
equipment operated by the Cloud provider: the data centers
(including cooling infrastructures) and the network links inside
and between the data centers.
In addition to these considerations, simply measuring the
power consumption of computing resources may pose problems of security and confidentiality as identified in [20].
Indeed, it is shown that by simply having access to the energy
consumption of a cloud server, one can guess with high
probability what type of application, among various possible,
was running in its virtual machines. It is therefore necessary to
consider an instrumentation of these platforms that guarantees
the privacy of the user, of the provider regarding its machines,
and of the applications. This is why our model do not rely only
on direct measurements on the physical machines: because
it would reveal too much information. For instance, it could
reveal the server’s position in the rack as it influences the
power consumption due to the air conditionning situation [13].
III.

EPAVE

The key idea of EPAVE is to attribute the data center’s
static and dynamic costs (C) to each VM, which can be then
used as a basis for several use cases as described later. As
costs we consider the total consumption (Ctotal ) during the
execution of a VM in the context of a data center.
Ctotal = Cstatic + Cdynamic
The static costs comprise the idle consumption of each
node and the idle consumption of the routers as well as induced
consumption of the entire data center (routers, air conditioning,
power distribution units, etc.). To cover the entire data center
the Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) has become the industrypreferred metric for measuring infrastructure energy efficiency
for data centers [21], [22]. It is defined as the ratio of total
facilities energy to IT equipment energy:
PUE =

T otal F acility Energy
IT Equipment Energy

Therefore, we will use the PUE to account for the consumption part exterior to the IT equipment itself which is
already taken into account. As outlined in the data center
industry survey conducted by Uptime Institute Network (a
user group of large data center owners and operators) [22],
the adoption of PUE is rising worldwide, and its measurement
and improvement are widely targeted by the 1,000 surveyed
data center operators and IT practitioners. That is why we
believe that the PUE metric is easily accessible for Cloud
providers for their data centers. From the PUE definition, for
1 Watt consumed by the IT equipment, the entire data center
infrastructure consumes in fact 1×P U E Watts. Therefore, the
static costs of a data center have to be multiplied by the data
center’s PUE:

Cstatic =

#nodes
X

Cidlenode +

#routers
X

!
Cidlerouter

· PUE

The dynamic costs include the dynamic energy consumption part of the servers, routers and storage devices, which we
can formulate as a weighted sum of the individual costs. The

weights represent the resource usage of the current workloads,
which can be between 0 and 1, where 1 means maximum
utilization of the given resource and 0 means no utilization.
Cdynamic = α · Ccomp + β · CIO + γ · Cnet
To attribute the overall costs to a single VM, we first need
to distribute the idle costs in a fair and transparent manner.
In many cases the idle costs (or idle power consumption) are
only divided by the number of VMs [3]. However, for energyproportional accounting it is necessary to consider the size of a
VM, and in particular, its number of vCPU as CPU is the most
consuming device in a server [2]. Inspired by the VM types
chosen by Amazon we will differentiate VMs by the number
of their assigned virtual CPUs. In addition we want to take
into account heterogeneous data centers.
The dynamic costs are determined when the VM finishes
by using the real resource utilization of the physical resources.
The total costs are limited to the static costs as the lower
bound, and on the maximum consumption as the upper bound.
Reporting these bounds to the user makes the final VM’s costs
predictable (bounded) and keeps the spirit of the pay-as-yougo manner although the dynamic part of the costs are in most
cases smaller than the static parts (reflecting the reality of the
power consumption of typical data center servers).
To sum up, the maximum costs of a VM grow with its
size as shown by an illustrative example in Figure 1. In this
experiment we were inspired by the Amazon VM sizes. The
static costs, Cstatic (VM), depend on the number of cores
reserved by the VM, and the dynamic costs Cdynamic (VM)
on the actual usage (in our case performed by the stress
command). In more details, we model the static and dynamic
costs per VM as described in the following paragraphs.

Costs per VM
Fig. 1.
VM

Medium

0

In general, a VM cannot consume more than the maximum
dynamic costs of the entire server (Cdynamic ). If the VM
is co-located with other VMs it is necessary to split up the
dynamic costs. Here, we use a very simple model to define an
approximate upper bound for the costs of a VM, by using the
number of cores the VM got assigned as a basis. Note that the
focus on the number of vCPUs (ignoring the disk and network)
is chosen because the number of vCPUs usually differentiates
VM sizes offered by Cloud providers. Additionally, the CPU
is one of the highest power consumers on a node.
0 ≤ Cdynamic (VM) ≤

#vCP U (VM)
· Cdynamic (node)
#CP U (node)

An alternative would be to use a software power estimation
model that is capable of attributing the dynamic costs to a VM,
such as VMeter [3], or Bitwatts [5].
IV.

U SE CASES

In this section, we showcase how to calculate Cstatic (VM)
and Cdynamic (VM) based on real-world experiments. Based
on the real data we can use EPAVE to estimate the costs of
different use cases.

Static costs
Dynamic costs

Small

costs are limited by an upper bound. Indeed, a VM cannot
exceed the physical resources allocated to it (CPU, RAM
and disk mainly), so the upper bound can be determined
for each type of VM over each type of physical node. The
actual dynamic costs per VM will be in the range of 0
(idle) and the maximum resource usage. The challenge is to
attribute the maximum dynamic costs to a VM. In general
the dynamic costs of a VM are the measured or estimated
energy consumption (E), which is the integral of the power
consumption (P) measured/estimated per time unit (T).
Z T
Cdynamic (VM) = E(VM) =
P (VM) dt

Large

XLarge

2XLarge

Example of maximum costs distribution among different types of

Static costs: As we want these costs to be static and
independent from the hypervisor, we use a weighted averaged
value of the idle power consumption of all the servers. This
model is similar to the one currently in application at Amazon [23]: the costs are proportional to the number of virtual
CPUs (vCPU) assigned to the VM:
#vCP U (VM)
Cstatic (VM) = P#nodes
· Cstatic
#CP U (node)
Dynamic costs:
The dynamic costs are hardware
and application dependent and require monitoring. According
to [24] the acceptance of dynamic models is increased if the

For the experiments, we rely on selected nodes from the
Grid’5000 cluster to which powermeters are attached [7].
Specifically, we performed the experiments on two kinds
of nodes, Taurus and Sagittaire, whose characteristics are
specified in Table I. We further consider different sizes of
VMs, which are inspired by the Amazon instances and shown
in Table II.
A. Homogeneous setup
Figure 2 presents the costs Ctotal (VM) for a homogeneous
cluster with Taurus servers with 12 cores each. Their average
idle power consumption is 95W per server. In a real setup the
calculations need to include network costs and PUE, hence
we need to add the costs for a number of switches (approx.
350W each) and multiply by the PUE (e.g., 1.22). In this
specific example, we demonstrate the cost models based on
the idle power of the servers as a matter of simplification for
the calculations. The static costs per core are easy to compute:
95/12 = 7.92. The dynamic part represents the maximal
achievable dynamic power consumption when running the
stress command. Together these costs represent the upper
bound of costs per VM. We can see that the static costs
increase proportional to the number of cores assigned to the

Model
Intel Xeon e5-2630 (2.3GHz)
AMD Opteron 250 (2.4GHz)

Medium
1

Large
2

TABLE II.

# Servers
16
79

XLarge
4

2XLarge
8

600

Static costs
Dynamic costs
Idle parts
Dynamic parts

500
400
300
200
100

VM TYPES

1 vCPU
250

Static costs
Dynamic costs
Idle part
Dynamic part

Power consumption (Watts)

Costs per VM

TDP (W)
2x95
215

H ARDWARE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SELECTED SYSTEMS

VM and two VMs having together 12 cores will reach the same
static costs as the machine itself. Hence, in a homogeneous
setup EPAVE would fall back to a trivial model, where only
the upper bound of costs Ctotal (VM) have to be reported.
Type
Number of cores

RAM (GB)
32
2

Power consumption (Watts)

TABLE I.

Cores/Threads
2x6/12
2/2

Costs per VM

Hardware
Taurus: Dell PowerEdge R720
Sagittaire: Sun Fire V20z

200
150

2 vCPU

4 vCPU

8 vCPU

Taurus Sagittaire 0
(12 cores) (2 cores)

Fig. 3. Example of maximum cost distribution among different types of
VM for a heterogeneous cluster with unbalanced idle power for the server
architectures

100
50
1 vCPU

2 vCPU

4 vCPU

8 vCPU

Server
(12 cores)

0

Fig. 2. Example of maximum cost distribution among different types of VM
for a homogeneous cluster

B. Heterogeneous setup
If we switch to a heterogeneous use case (as shown in
Figure 3) and run again the stress command, the static costs
are not proportional anymore to the number of virtual cores
as the idle power of the machines might be unbalanced. We
showcase the unbalanced scenario with experiments performed
on two different kinds of servers, whose characteristics are
summarized in Table I. The two clusters are heterogeneous
in terms of server architecture, but also in terms of number
of nodes, and number of cores per node. The idle power
consumption represents the average power consumption of a
server over the entire cluster.
In this use case we can calculate the static costs for a onevCPU VM as follows:
1
Cstatic (V M ) = P#nodes

·

#nodes
X

#CP U
16 · 95 + 79 · 215
=
= 52.87
16 · 12 + 79 · 2

Cidlenode

These costs are more than 6 times higher than in the
homogeneous case with only Taurus nodes, but they represent
half the costs of a cluster with only Sagittaire nodes. Therefore,
heterogeneity among nodes leads to average static costs per
virtual CPU which can be far from the costs per cluster.
However, this is a healthy property of EPAVE: in order to cover
the real energy costs with this accounting, the Cloud provider
has to favor the utilization of the most energy-efficient servers.
Dynamic costs present a similar behavior.

C. Underutilization of reserved resources
To show the applicability of our models, we performed
experiments using real-world applications on a Taurus node.
We installed Hadoop Yarn [25] on each of the nodes and ran
sort and wordcount from the HiBench [26] benchmark suite.
We run the workloads within a VM to be able to limit the
number of cores they use in total. We started the VM once with
only a single core, and once with all cores available. T This
experiment is the basis for three use cases, where we want to
showcase the effects of underutilization of reservations. Note
that the dynamic costs are always measured in real experiments
and the static costs are predetermined based on the idle power
consumption.
The workloads have different power consumption patterns
as shown by the example of the wordcount workload executed
on all available cores in Figure 4. The idle power of the Taurus
nodes is 95W. We also know the maximum total power of
220W, and 125W as basis for Cdynamic for all reserved cores
without idle power. These values can be predetermined and
have to be collected only once per architecture. The actual
dynamic costs of the workload vary between 0 and 100W
over a runtime of 200 seconds. This shows the necessity of
considering energy rather than power consumption, as we need
to provide models that reflect the actual usage of the VM over
time.
If we consider the pay-as-you-go model as a basis, a VM
would cost according to its size (i.e., resources reserved) and
according to the time used. The same idea is followed by
EPAVE, but we consider both static and dynamic energy as a
basis of costs. As an example, for the single core experiment,
we calculate Ctotal (V M ) according to our model and fill it
with values from our experiments.
Ctotal (V M ) = Cidle ∗ ratiovCores ∗ runtime + Cdynamic
As shown in Figure 5 the static costs for using only a single
core are smaller. However, because the single core is used for
a longer time span, the dynamic costs are much higher leading
to higher total costs than if all cores are used and reserved.

150
100
50

Costs per VM

Fig. 4.

00

50

100

Time (seconds)

Idle
Wordcount experiment
Full load
Dynamic part
150
200

Power profile of the wordcount workload using all available cores

70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0

Static costs
Dynamic costs
(951)

1 vCPU

1 vCPU

Costs per VM

Wordcount

Fig. 6.

(Runtime in sec.)
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(231)

(206)

12 vCPU 12 vCPU
(1 used)
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(1200)

1 vCPU

(1200)

12 vCPU

Wordcount

1 vCPU

12 vCPU

Sort

Fig. 7. Costs of two workloads with predetermined reservation time of 20
minutes per VM

12 vCPU

Sort

The runtimes of the former experiments are rather low and
we assumed that the reservation for a VM ends with the end
of the workload. However, in reality most VMs are reserved
for a given time span. For instance, if we consider the default
minimum reservation of VMs of around 20 minutes the cost

(951)

(1200)

With EPAVE it is possible for a user to identify such
discrepancies and decide for what kind of reservation is useful.
Another possibility is to provide a recommendation service by
the Cloud operator to provide incentives for energy-efficient
resource reservation.

Let us consider a use case where the workload is not
optimized for parallelization, but still the reservation covers
all of the cores. If a workload only uses a single core out
of 12, the dynamic costs will not change in comparison to the
former use case, however, the static costs are distributed among
the number of cores served. Taking the dynamic costs of the
former experiment as a basis, this would mean a significant
increase in costs for the VM (see Figure 6). In an ideal
case a user is encouraged to reserve resources according to
the resources required and parallelization capabilities of the
workload.

Static costs
Dynamic costs

(Runtime in sec.)

(231)

Fig. 5. Costs of two parallel workloads with a reservation of one core and
twelve cores

200000
175000
150000
125000
100000
75000
50000
25000
0

Static costs
Dynamic costs

distribution for the same workloads changes and the results
are depicted in Figure 7. Hence, if we reserve all cores for 20
minutes but only use them for the first few minutes the static
costs exceed the dynamic costs and the single core reservation
is much more advantageous.

(206)

12 vCPU

200000
175000
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100000
75000
50000
25000
0

(Runtime in sec.)
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Wordcount

Costs per VM

Power consumption (Watts)

200

12 vCPU 12 vCPU
(1 used)

Sort

Costs of two workloads with underutilization of reserved cores

V.

D ISCUSSION

EPAVE keeps the philosophy of the Cloud: the pay-as-yougo model but based on energy consumption. The costs of a VM
indeed depend on the physical resources reserved for it (static
costs) and on the utilization made of these resources (dynamic
costs). Moreover, the energy costs of a VM are predictable for
the static part, and bounded for the dynamic part (bounded by
the maximum costs as shown in Figures 2 and 3). Thus the user
knows the maximal costs of the VM, and is able to estimate
the real costs if the behavior of the running application and
their energy consumption is known.
EPAVE is not designed to account for the real cost of a
given VM as it could be measured by external wattmeters
during the entire lifetime of this VM. In this case, the cost
of a VM would be influenced by cloud provider operations
like VM migration or allocation of other VMs on the same
host. This does not seem to be a desirable feature as it would
reveal private information from the provider point of view.
This is why EPAVE is not based on this purely measurement
technique and also why its goal is not to provide real measured
costs but predictable, bounded, energy-proportional costs of a
VM. These reflect the energy costs of an average VM of a
given size hosted on a fixed Cloud platform, similarly to what
is done for pricing models [23].
EPAVE provides a complete view of the energy costs
related to the hosting of virtual machines. Indeed, it does
not only take into account server-related costs, but also the
costs of the air conditioning, the networking devices, the power
supplies, etc. That is why EPAVE can help the Cloud provider
to easily and fairly distribute the energy consumption of its
entire infrastructure over the customers.
The computation of the energy costs determined by EPAVE
relies, for the static side, on external power measurements

(PUE, idle power of the servers), and for the dynamic side,
on wattmeters or software-based tools. If these measured
information are stored over time, the EPAVE energy costs can
be re-computed later, thus becoming verifiable and auditable.
EPAVE encourages users to dimension adequately their
VMs. Indeed, if a user is asking for a 4 vCPUs VM, but uses
only 2 vCPUs, the two unused vCPUs will still be taken into
account into the static costs – although their dynamic costs
will be zero, and even if the Cloud provider is applying overcommitment of resources. The user is also encouraged to be
energy-efficient on its utilization of the resources. Indeed, the
dynamic costs are directly measured from the hardware, so all
energy saving mechanisms employed by the user (e.g., energyaware software) will be directly translated into a reduction of
the dynamic costs of the VM. We assume here that the energy
costs of a VM have somehow repercussions for the user (like
a bonus-malus system, or monetary costs for VMs taking into
account the energy).
On the other side, EPAVE encourages the Cloud provider to
consolidate its VMs on a fewer number of nodes and to switch
off the idle nodes. Indeed, the static costs for a physical server
are divided into its potential number of virtual CPUs, thus
assuming that all the cores are utilized by VMs to cover its
entire energy consumption. For instance, for the Taurus servers
described on Figure 2, the idle power consumption is about 95
Watts and they have 12 cores. Hence, the static costs for a 4
vCPU VM is 31.68 Watts, and for a 8 vCPU VM, it is 63.36
Watts. If these two VMs are hosted on the same server, they
account for the entire idle power consumption of the server.
However, if they are allocated to two different servers not
hosting any other VM, only half of the static costs will be
covered for these two servers.
In the case of heterogeneous servers, EPAVE encourages
the Cloud provider to use the most energy-efficient nodes. For
instance, for the case described in Figure 3 with the Taurus
cluster and the old Sagittaire cluster, a VM with 2 vCPUs
will have static costs of 105.74 Watts. So, its static costs are
bigger than the idle power consumption of a Taurus server,
which is still able to host 5 more of such VMs. However,
this VM’s static costs are nearly twice smaller than the idle
power consumption of a Sagittaire server which cannot host
any additional VM.
VI.

O UTLOOK

This section gives a non-exhaustive outlook on the application of EPAVE, and more generically of the utilization of
energy-aware cost models.
A. Pricing models
EPAVE can serve as the basis for energy-aware pricing
models. The static part is known at the beginning as it is
defined by the VM type. For the dynamic part, the minimal
bound is zero, and the maximal bound (for maximal energy
consumption) can be provided to the user before the purchase.
Reporting these bounds to the user makes costs per VM
predictable (bounded) and keeps the spirit of the pay-as-yougo model because the dynamic part of the costs are in most
cases smaller than the static parts (reflecting the reality of the
power consumption of typical data center servers).

EPAVE can also serve as a basis for an energy-aware
pricing model. The costs per VM as determined by EPAVE can
be multiplied by a financial cost per kWh, and these financial
costs can evolve over time to reflect market-based night and
day prices of electricity providers for instance.
B. SLA with renewable energy sources
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) provide quantified guarantees to the users concerning quality of service on the reserved VMs. In [27], the authors define green SLA: an explicit
SLA for the percentage of renewable energy used to run the
clients’ workloads. In [28], the terms of green SLAs include
also the energy costs of networking devices and virtual links
between VMs. The green SLA is negotiated between the IaaS
provider and each client depending on its needs. Such an SLA
requires to have quantifiable green cloud services [27]. That
is to say, the provider has to know the energy consumption of
each VM and the electricity mix employed by the data centers.
EPAVE can be used here to determine the energy budget spent
by the VMs of a given user, and thus, to deduce the amount
of green energy required for the Cloud provider in order to
fulfill the SLA conditions for this user.
C. User-oriented utilization
On the user side, EPAVE can be used as an energy cost
metric in order to evaluate the energy-efficiency of a given
application running on given VM configuration. This metric
can be used in combination with the classical metrics (duration,
performance, QoS, etc.). By extrapolation, EPAVE can serve
as a basis for a cost-benefit analysis including energy costs.
Similarly, the energy costs can be used for comparing different
VM configurations for a given application, and thus determine
the desirable trade-off between QoS and energy consumption.
Combined with energy-aware pricing models on the Cloud
provider side, EPAVE can be an energy-aware incentive motivation. Energy-efficient users can be rewarded on the basis of
their energy cost if they actively act towards its reduction. On
the contrary, users can have an energy quota for running their
VMs, which can be set by the provider or by the energy-aware
user herself.
The application of EPAVE described here are in particular
possible because EPAVE does not consider only the dynamic
costs, and therefore, underutilization cases are penalized, as
shown in Section IV-C. Finally, the utilization of EPAVE to
simply display the energy costs of VMs could help raising
energy-awareness of users.
D. Open points
EPAVE leaves some questions, which will be the subject
of future work. In particular, EPAVE does not account for
energy-saving techniques employed by Cloud providers, like
switching off idle nodes. Therefore, it cannot be used to
measure the energy efficiency of Cloud facilities. Similarly,
EPAVE cannot be used directly for performing energy-aware
scheduling because a given VM type has the same static costs
on every physical node of a data center even in heterogeneous
setups. Yet, these are not the goals of EPAVE.
Overcommitment is a classical technique employed by IaaS
providers in order to decrease resource under-utilization and

to maximize profit. EPAVE does not take this into account.
Similarly, EPAVE cannot be used for energy-efficient scheduling, because a given VM type has the same static cost on
every physical node, even if they the nodes are heterogeneous.
The EPAVE model does not account either for energy-saving
techniques, such as switching off idle nodes, as it is focused
on users’ VM accounting.
This paper presents our first attempt to build a reliable
and intuitive model for energy accounting per VM in a Cloud
infrastructure. We hope this work will start paving the road
towards energy-aware Clouds.
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VII.

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper we introduced EPAVE, a model for predictable
and transparent energy cost attribution per user. EPAVE is
designed for simple usage, trying to keep the effort as limited
as possible.
The static costs comprise the PUE, which is already
available in many data centers. The remaining static costs only
have to be derived once.
The only thing that requires constant monitoring are the
dynamic costs, whereas the maximum dynamic costs can be
pre-determined. In our experiments the actual dynamic costs
are measured with a wattmeter as the nodes were used in a
single-user mode. For multi-tenant usage a more fine-grained
monitoring is required, such as provided by BitWatts [5] that
additionally does not require a wattmeter (except for the model
building phase).
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